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Second in the Boise State College Lecture Series was Pierre
Salinger, mild mannered reporter, and press secretary for
John F. Kennedy. Salinger's historic energy added
perspective to an era singularly charged with a new founded
American enthusiasm. It was time in which Western man
discovered the necessity of blending the great and divergent
themes of modern civilization so that they might function in
progressive harmony. It was also a time of many harsh tunes.
John F. Kennedy expounded the spirit-image of this new
enlightenment as well as the fears. Thus, Salinger witnessed
the
moments
and
decisions
of
the
New
Frontierr
Domestic Policy-Kennedy styled Jeffersonian politics into
the new programs utilising the White House as an instrument
of education. This faith in the educability of the American
people complemented a faith in the potential salvation of the
human struggle. The framework for far reaching social
developments were laid during the J.F.K. years.
Cuban Crisis-ln part a determination on behalf of the
President to establish the credibility of an American promise,
the crisis more importantly represented the first face off of
nuclear diplomacy-a challenge to the archaic international
mental apparatus.

Kruschev-A man who understood Western affaires far better
than his provincial predecessors. Through a series of
confidential letters J.F.K. and Kruschev attained a tough
knowledge and respect for each other which, during the
missile crisis, was invaluable as negotiable brinksmanship
ground to an eerie halt.
Vietnam-lronically, a war which destroyed his succesor and
disenchanted the American people received but limited
attention from the early Kennedy. It was not discussed as a
major policy issue, rather as integral to the total
committment we had made to Southeast Asia. Kennedy did
not forsee a major military role for the U.S. in the
tumultuous political spheres of Asia.
Salingers's sense and sens ibility captured the enthusiasm of
the new decade, as well as the impending failure of the
American genesis. Kennedy is revealed as the great catalyst,
the one who really brought us together, involved completely
in the American dream of each man's responsibility to the
destiny of the unfolding American drama. It was not an
average belief, but a faith in the average man's potential to
direct the course of nations. Pierre Salinger stood near the
forge of this ambitious pursuit, believed it, and still speaks of
it as though it never disapeared-butlies seething in the mind
of the American dreamer.
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It would be very difficult to portray the magic of rock
were you
(1) an new group without a nostalgic past grounded in
blue suede shoes
(2) unable to produce the pure thud of great music.
Sha-Na-Na realising the restrictive qualities of the art
simply faked it, which allowed them to empathize with
enchanted mouldly oldies and produce the best rock this side
of 1962.
Sha-Na-Na knows what most of us know, visceral, hard
charging music feels good and when it is very good, as
Sha-Na-Na was, you get very high
WHAT IS ROCK?
Volumn:

Noise is an essential element in
procurring the proper effect. (This was
once much bitched about because
parents thought you would lose your
hearing. The National Observer
probably ran a picture of a 6 year old
kid holding his ear in his hand after it
had fallen off while he was listening to
the rock station on the radio) It should
be remembered that Rock is itself a
Dionysian exercise and excess is to be
considered in keeping with tradition.

Lyrics:

Peggy Sue, Peggy Sue, Pretty Pretty
Pretty Pretty Peggy Sue.

Beat:

If you'll excuse the pun, its unbeatable.
One finds it difficult not to move.

Nostalgia: You must remember that this all started
in a period when America wasn't in a
war, the policemen was still your friend,
and Howdy Doody was still trucking
across the screen every Saturday
morning. Those had to be tne best years
of your life.
Charisma: Early rock groups such as Chuck Berry,
Jerry Lee Lewis and Bo Diddley are the
closet you may every come to seeing
real magic on stage.
Sha-Na-Na- was all this and a lot more. Amongst it they
were accurate precursors - Rock and Roll is here to stay.
Don't get your ass kicked and don't forget to Boogie.

COLLEGE OF IDAHO

The myth of student rights and responsibilities may be
abstracted and applied to the vast majority of noisy issues
raised on the American campus. The procedure does not
differ radically at B.S.C. though the reactive tones are
inexplicably subdued. Case in point in 1971 was Beer on
Boise State College.
When it was learned that there were no state statutes
prohibiting the consumption of alcohol in state owned
buildings (least we forget who owns us), issues emerged
concerning the feasibility of allowing students of legal age to
drink in residence halls. Not wishing to offend non-drinking
students, whose piety is not to be questioned, it was later
suggested that a specific dorm be designated as the one in
which residents would be allowed to partake within their
quarters. It follows that only drinkers would inhabit such an
area and would incur a singularly pecuilar position among the
annals of dorm life.
Were this devision of interests proven successful it is
wholly unlikely to assume that r uture residence halls would
associatively select their titles in accordance with the
particular sin practiced therein. Heroin Hall, etc. With
apologetic tones the B.S.C. Senate explored the student's
inhibition of maturation, his struggle to assume responsibility
for his destiny, and the role institution as parent censor.
Everyone agreed it would be nice to be free.
It is known however that a separate reality concerning
education exists, apart and distinguished from student needs.
Candid and precise assertions on behalf of the senate hearing
elder statesmen illuminated that which we often in our young
sincerity ignore. The institution is resigned to community
pressure and the American University, in particular, is
subservient to the (Tax paying) prevailing moral ethosof the
state. The reasons there is no law prohibiting campus
consumption is simply an example of legislative naivete. Who
would have thought students would propose such a thing.
Legal silence in this instance does not imply consent and the
oversight is likely to be corrected by the next session of the
legislature —and so we learn the eloquence and rationale of
academic dialogue - and we realize her purely private
properties.
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